This study observes the Taiwan TV commercial ads which use foreign languages on January to February 2004 and analyze the contents of the foreign languages appearing in the ads from 8 aspects, including the language it appears (English, Japanese, etc.), the style the foreign language appears (voice or characters; brand name, slogan, song, sentence/dialogue or word/phrase), the proportion of appearance of foreign language in the ads, the nature of the foreign languages in the ad (transmitting the product characters, expressing the feeling…), the site (in Taiwan or in other country), the subtitle on the screen (yes or no), the categories of the products and the nationality or race of the performers. Content analysis was used and the results reveal that English, Japanese and Korea are the most frequently used language in Taiwan TV commercial ads.
The methods that marketers operate the foreign languages in TV commercial ads can vary widely in many ways. The purpose of this study is to understand the methods which foreign languages are used by marketers in Taiwan TV commercial ads.
CONTENT ANALYSIS Content analysis method is used in this study to analyze the contents of the foreign languages appearing in the ads. This study observes 32 Taiwan foreign language TV commercial ads from January to February 2004. The following eight aspects are used to analyze the contents of 32 Taiwan foreign language TV commercial ads:
1.The Types of Foreign Languages Used in Taiwan TV commercial Ads
As observed on January and February 2004, the foreign languages used in Taiwan TV commercial ads are English, Japanese, Korean and French. English is the most common foreign language used in Taiwan TV commercial ads. Of the thirty-two different TV commercial ads containing foreign language observed, twenty-four, nearly three-forth, were partly or completely in English. Besides English, eight were partly or completely in Japanese, one was in Korean and the last one was in French. Two of the thirty-two commercial ads contained both English and Japanese. (Table 1) 
2.The Proportion of The Foreign Languages
There were six "English only" commercial ads, five "Almost English" commercial ads and thirty "Partly English" commercial ads within twenty-four English commercial ads. One of these "English only" commercial ads was a commercial for a perfume, which contained only one word: "Attraction" and its brand name. Another one was a commercial ad for a car, which contained a few product features, one simple slogan "sense of movement" and its brand name. Another four "English only" commercial ads were commercial ads for car, motorcycle, Internet service, and biscuit, which contained more complicated English. For example there were several sentences used to mention about "men's achievement、success…"on the commercial of a car, or a more than 8 sentences' rap talking about the features of an internet service.
"Almost English" commercial ads means there are no Chinese language in the ads except simple price information, simple Chinese slogan or Chinese brand name in the end of the ads. "Partly English" commercial ads contained dialogs, sentences, words or brand names in English and other languages (five are Chinese, two are Japanese).
The other foreign language ads were two "Japanese only", two "partly Japanese", four "Almost Japanese ", one "Partly Korean", and one "French only " (Table 2) 
3.The Style of Foreign Languages Shown on TV Screen
Although TV commercial ads contain picture and voice, most of the foreign language commercial ads focused on voice, including words/phrases, dialogues/sentences, brand names and songs. Twenty-nine of these thirty-two ads observed were with voice. Within the thirty-two foreign language commercial ads, there were twenty commercial ads whose brand names were appeared in foreign language. For example, Toyota VIOS, LUX, KIMCO…etc. These brand names shown on the commercial ads were almost in both voice' and character' way. Only 7-11 was an exception, which was pronounced in English, but show in number. That was, totally there were twenty ads speaking their brand names in foreign language and nineteen ads showing their brand name in foreign language on the screen. If not mention to the brand names, there were only nine ads with foreign characters on the screen and six of them pronounced at the same time. These characters were the simple words/phases, sentence, or slogan, such as" sense of movement", "best partner, so happy, take it easy", "Fashion Love, Fashion Life", "VCT"(product feature), "It's everything" , and Japanese "すべ". The other three "characters only" ads were appeared in very simple English sentence: "I love you" or simple Japanese characters:" の". Three ads were in the way of English songs. (Table 3) Because some ads contained both voice and character, and some ads contained more than one style of the foreign, the total number is not 32 but 79.
4.The Natures of Foreign Languages
The natures of foreign languages in Taiwan TV commercial ads were different between each other. We can distinguish the natures in five categories: 'Feeling Expressing', 'Consumer Needs or Goals', 'Consumer Problem', 'Product Feature and Benefits', 'Atmosphere', and 'Others'. For example, "お元気ですが?" was in the category of 'Feeling Expressing', "It's everything" was in the category of 'Consumer Needs or Goals', "My hair is so damaged, what can I do?" was in the category of 'Consumer Problem', "VCT"、"attraction" were the examples of 'Product Features and Benefits', and songs were in the category of 'Atmosphere' because they created a particular atmosphere for the ads. Those that could not be categorized in these five categories were in the category of 'others'. 'Product Features and Benefits' was the most common purposes when used foreign languages in TV commercial ads. (Table 4) 
Subtitle or Not
Some foreign language ads had subtitles on the screen, but some are not. (Table 5 ) Usually, if the foreign languages were more complex or longer, there were subtitles on the screen. But interesting, there were no subtitles for Korean and Japanese ads in that few people in Taiwan could read Korean and Japanese. Korean and Japanese are not native, official or second language learned in Taiwanese school. 
Performer
The nationality or race of the performer did not always match with the language. Three of the total thirty-two foreign language ads were even without any performers. In twenty-four English language ads, 46 percent of them chose westerners to be the performers. For Japanese or Korean language ads, they all chose Asian people to be the performer. French language TV commercial ad also chose westerners as the performer in the purpose of consistency. (Table 6) Note: Some commercial ads contained performers with different nationality.
The Sites of The Commercial Ads
There was only one ad showing English signboards in the commercial and which seemed to be made in foreign country. The sites of two Ads were in Taiwan. One was an ad for a car, and the other was Japanese style, but Taiwan favor food. The others twenty-nine ads were very hard to distinguish because most of them were either indoor scenes or didn't have any signal which we can judge by. 
Product categories
Most of the product categories in these foreign language ads belong to low involvement products, such as motorcycle, Beverage, Alcohol, Bra, Makeup, shampoo，…etc. Only car and motorcycle belong to high involvement products. DISCUSSIONS Even though foreign languages may create the country of origin image effects for the products when appear on TV commercial ads, customers' attitude and comprehension to the ads might be influenced. One Dutch research had study the attitude and comprehension effect on 40 Dutch foreign language (English) TV commercial ads and found all subjects display a rather negative attitude toward the English used in the TV commercial ads and only 36 percent are able to give a rough indication of the meaning of the English used. It is striking that when the English text was not just spoken but was also shown on the screen, 50 percent of the subjects interpreted it correctly; when the text was not shown, only 22 percent gave a correct indication of its meaning. (Gerritsen et al., 2000) This study is a content analysis about Taiwan foreign language commercial ads from 8 aspects' view. There is no research studying the attitude and comprehension toward Taiwan foreign language commercial ads. Future research can study the attitude and comprehension effect on Taiwan foreign language TV commercial ads and future researches can also study the effects between these 8 aspects with attitude, comprehension, and also memory toward any kind of foreign language commercial ads. 
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